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Chiara Giamberardini

From: Amr Nour

Sent: Thursday, 28 June, 2018 8:58 AM

To: Alicia Barcena; Vera Songwe; Mohamed Ali Al-Hakim; Olga Algayerova; Hong Joo Hahm

Cc: Kaveh Zahedi; Raul Garcia Buchaca; Romain Zivy; Ingrid Cyimana; Collen Kelapile; 

Khawla Matar; Tarcisio Alvarez-Rivero; Karim Khalil; Mohanad Al-Musawi; Adnan Aliani; 

Srinivas Tata; Paul Anthony Bunsell; Heather Lynne Taylor-Strauss; Maria Yera Ortiz De 

Urbina Rodriguez; Chiara Giamberardini; Rcnyo1; Catherine Haswell; Nicola Koch

Subject: UNDS reform: 27 June briefing by the DSG to MSs on the implementation plan for the 

reinvigorated RC system - INF 42

Attachments: DSG invitation to MS for briefing on RC IP - 27 Junex.pdf; Preliminary outline for RC 24 

months Implemenattion Plan as of 27 June 2018.pdf; UNDS reform - DSG Briefing 27 

June - INF 42.docx

Dear ESs, 
 

The DSG held yesterday, 27 June, the first briefing to Member States to hear their initial perspectives and 

suggestions regarding the implementation plan for the inception of the reinvigorated Resident 

Coordinator system. She was accompanied at the podium by the newly appointed ASG, Head of the 

Transition Team for the UNDS repositioning, Mr. Robert Piper and his Deputy, Ms. Gunilla Olsson. 

  

The briefing focused on the Transition Team, the implementation plan for the reinvigorated RC system 

and the funding issue. The attached RCNYO report contains more details on the briefing. 

 

On the UNDS Transition Team, she welcomed ASG Piper and his Deputy and thanked Messrs Hendra and 

Hanif for their contributions to the earlier phases of the process. It will be a lean team resourced through 

UNDS entities secondments that will be operational by end of August, for a period from 18 to 24 months. 

She also clarified that the overall change process across the three reform streams will be coordinated by a 

lead still to be appointed (at USG level). 

 

The implementation plan for the reinvigorated RC system will be a priority task for the Transition Team. An 

outline of the plan was circulated at the end of the briefing (attached). The draft implementation plan will 

be circulated to MSs by early September 2018. The DSG also informed MSs that a working group 

composed of UNDP, UNDOCO and DM was reviewing all operational and legal details related to the RC 

system in view of the transition. The core capacities of UNDOCO will be transferred to the Secretariat by 

January 2019 (and possibly earlier, by October 2018).  

 

On funding, the DSG urged MSs to contribute generously and without delay - besides the resources to be 

mobilized through cost-sharing, $220 m would still be needed for the RCS for the first year. She 

announced that the Funding Dialogue will be launched during the second half of July, including a 

Roundtable of Ministers to be held by the SG in July to discuss commitment to the RC system.  

 

The briefing was followed by questions from G77, EU, CANZ and Japan.  

TheG77 reiterated the comments made following the adoption of the resolution, i.a. the importance of a 

close monitoring of the implementation plan and regular reporting to MSs and the need to respect Fifth 
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Committee procedures in relation to the RB component of the cost sharing agreement. The EU asked for 

the implementation plan to include a roadmap sequencing the various changes, encouraged the 

broadening of the donor base, and expressed hope that the ECOSOC and DESA reform will be ambitious 

enough as only a substantially reformed UN can support MSs in achieving the 2030 Agenda. CANZ 

welcomed the short- and long-term approach to the implementation plan and asked additional 

information on the multi-country office review and on the role of UNDP.  

Best regards, 
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Amr Nour 

Director 
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